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MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:   STAKEHOLDER ADVISORY GROUP 
 
FROM:   ERIN CARROL, PROJECT MANAGER - VEIC 
 
SUBJECT:   ERRATA MEASURES EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 2014 
 
DATE:            4/9/14 
 
Cc:    ANNETTE BEITEL 
 
 
As utilities were developing their new programs utilizing the IL Statewide TRM Version 3, a number of errors 
were brought to VEIC’s attention.  To ensure that the correct values are applied to the new program year, 
VEIC has summarized the errors and created this errata memo to communicate the changes to the IL 
Stakeholders. 
 
TRM Policy Document, Section 3.2.1, states that,  
 

“TAC participants should notify the TAC when a TRM mistake or omission is found. If a significant 
mistake or omission is found in the TRM that results in an unreasonable savings estimate, the 
Program Administrators, Evaluators, TRM Administrator, and TAC will strive to reach consensus on 
a solution that will result in a reasonable savings estimate. For example, an unreasonable savings 
estimate may result from an error or omission in the TRM.  

 
“In these limited cases where consensus is reached, the TRM Administrator shall inform the 
Evaluators to use corrected TRM algorithms and inputs to calculate energy and capacity savings, in 
addition to using the Commission-approved TRM algorithms and inputs to calculate savings. If the 
corrected TRM algorithms and inputs are stipulated for acceptance by all the parties in the Program 
Administrator’s savings docket, then the corrected TRM savings verification values may be used for 
the purpose of measuring savings toward compliance with the Program Administrator’s energy 
savings goals. Errors and omissions found in the TRM will be officially corrected through the annual 
TRM Update proceeding.” 

 
It is our belief and understanding that the following measures have a consensus of the Program 
Administrators, Evaluators and the TAC.  We have used the term ‘errata’ to describe these measures, and in 
accordance with the TRM Policy Document, the Evaluators may use these measures during evaluation of the 
current program year (in addition to the measures in Version 3.0 of the TRM). 
 
For ease of use and convenience, VEIC will compile a stand-alone document of the errata measures by May 
31st, 2014.  In the meantime, copies of the errata documents themselves are presently available through the 
SharePoint tracker for each of the following measures.   
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Summary of Errata Measures 

Section Measure Name Measure Code Brief Summary of Change 

4.4 HVAC N/A 
Added EFLH for Heat Pump Systems, 
PTAC/PTHP and Unitary AC 

4.4.13 
Package 
Terminal Air 
Conditioner 

CI-HVC-PTAC-V05-140601 
Retrofit cost  information updated 

4.4.19 
Demand 
Control 
Ventilation 

CI-HVC-DCV-V02-14060 
Therm_Saving_Factor and Elec_Saving_Factor 
updated with final values 

5.3.4 
Duct 
Insulation and 
Sealing 

RS-HVC-DINS-V03-140601 
Input capacity update 

5.4.3 Heat Pump 
Water Heaters RS-HWE-HPWH-V03-140601 

Coincidence factor reference update 

 
 
 


